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1. Introduction 

The security situation in Europe in 2012 is basically stable. In the background of our 

daily life there are ongoing complicated and complex international processes ensuring this 

stability, but they are hardly recognisable for the ordinary people. One of them is arms con-

trol. 

We don’t hear every day about arms control, in particular conventional arms control. 

Maвbe tСat’s fine: until the arms control regimes fulfil their functions by maintaining and 

strenРtСeninР our securitв tСeв аon’t come to tСe centre of attention; they just “do tСeir job”. 
Nowadays the crisis of the CFE Treaty or the modernisation of the confidence- and security- 

building measures within the process of re-assessing the role of the Organisation for Security 

Co-operation (OSCE) could reach the attention of readers. 

The issue has got limited attention in the Hungarian technical literature, too. Although 

we speak about one of the most important aspects of European security the knowledge of the 

experts dealing with security and/or defence policy issues or even decision/policy makers are 

very superficial or insufficient. 

One cannot speak about European conventional arms control without recognising the 

role of the OSCE, since this is the organisation which either by fulfilling its primary tasks or 

by providing the needed framework for negotiations actively contributed to shaping the Euro-

pean security arcСitecture. But since tСe end of tСe cold аar one couldn’t succeed or has only 

partially succeeded in modernisation of content and tools of the relevant arms control re-

gimes. 

Hungary has been playing an active role in creating the co-operative security system, 

the career and military diplomats taking part in the negotiations has contributed significantly 

to the building of conventional arms control regimes, which since that time has proven their 

existence. Hungary has been fulfilling her obligations always showing exemplary consistency 

and discipline. 

2. The aims of the research 

On the basis of my professional experiences during the last more than 20 years I be-

lieve and in the thesis I prove that conventional arms control has imperishable achievements 

in strengthening European security and the OSCE itself has achieved its most concrete and 

visible results in this area. I’m convinced about tСe importance of tСe issue tСat’s аСв I intend 

to systematise the relevant knowledge, to outline the achievements, to point out the deficien-

cies. I’ll do tСat in order to prove tСe importance of arms control from tСe point of vieа of 
European security and stability, to provide the decision/policy makers with scientific basis 

and to make researchers willing to continue working on this topic. These are the aims of the 

thesis. 

3. Limitations of the research 

In the thesis I only mention the weapons of mass destruction (WMD), the issues rele-

vant to WMD arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation regimes; I narrow my research 

to the regimes of conventional arms control. Since I focus on the activities of the OSCE in the 

relevant field I do mention the other relevant international organisations (UN, EU, NATO 

etc.) only in specific cases. Of course bв outlininР tСe OSCE’s efforts in tСe field of conven-

tional arms control I don’t аant to mislead the reader by presenting arms control as the only 

area where the OSCE is active, but the achievements of the organisation in the other dimen-

sions will be mentioned only in case when they have special implications for arms control. 
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4. Hypotheses 

In tСe tСesis I’m РoinР to confirm tСe folloаinР СвpotСeses: 
1. Arms control is one of the possible responses to the security dilemma and as such 

one of the most important success areas of the OSCE. As a consequence the OSCE answers to 

the security dilemma. 

2. The definition of arms control needs precision. 

3. The modernisation of the conventional arms control agreements has failed yet, 

tСat’s аСв tСeв don’t reflect the realities of the 21
st
 century. This has already led or can lead 

in the future to malfunctions. Decreasing the efficiency or the cessation of the agreements 

represents a serious security risk (security vacuum). 

4. Confidence- and security-building in particular its specific form, the bilateral confi-

dence- and security-building measures have been contributing significantly to strengthening 

the security of Hungary. 

5. The Hungarian conventional arms control strategy should be shaped by taking into 

consideration all national and allied obligations and rights. The Hungarian verification capa-

bilities today are limited. These capabilities may not be decreased further. 

5. The structure of the thesis 

In Chapter I I deal with the theory of arms control. I systematise the relevant basic 

terms and use them for formulating a possible new definition of arms control at my own. I 

introduce the security dilemma, but to the question whether arms control is a response to the 

security dilemma I answer only at the end of the thesis. After having explained the basic terms 

I introduce conventional arms control as one of the international security regimes and describe 

shortly the other regimes, too. I compare the two basic forms of arms control: structural and 

operational. 

In Chapter II I familiarise the reader with the main stages of the history of the Con-

ference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) – after 1994 Organisation for Secu-

rity and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) – basically focusing on conventional arms control. I 

prove that conventional arms control has been always placed very high on the agenda of the 

CSCE (OSCE) and indeed the organisation has reached its most valuable result in this area. I 

point out the necessity of modernisation. 

In Chapter III during the presentation of the Vienna Document 2011 on Confidence- 

and Security-Building Measures (VD ’11), the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in 

Europe (CFE Treaty), the Treaty on Open Skies (OS Treaty) and the Global Exchange of 

Military Information (GEMI) I describe how conventional arms control works, which results 

it reached, how the data exchange, the commitments and verification are linked. I present the 

“evolution” of tСe Vienna Document. Using statistics I prove the concrete results of conven-

tional arms control. I make the reader familiar with the problems of modernisation. In the part 

dealing with the CFE Treaty I give an overview of Russian concerns addressed to NATO in 

general, and to Hungary in particular and the responses given by the Alliance. By introducing 

the OS Treaty I outline the problems. At the end of the Chapter III I give an overview of 

membership of European states in conventional arms control agreements. 

I dedicate Chapter IV to one of the specific parts of tСe VD ’11, namelв reРional co-

operation. After introduction in general terms I show the concrete example of the Hungarian-

Ukrainian and the Hungarian-Serbian Bilateral Agreement on Confidence- and Security-

Building Measures. I prove the exceptional importance of such agreements for the security of 

Hungary. 

In Chapter V I summarise the history of the Hungarian Arms Control. Having no 

doubts about the political character of arms control I concluded that this history practically 

coincides with the history of the military arms control organisations, so I present the history 
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of the Hungarian verification organisation starting with the year 1990. I also make an outlook 

at the European verification organisations. 

Chapter VI is a summary of conclusions. I prove item-by-item that arms control is 

indeed a response to the security dilemma. I formulate my conclusions, new academic contri-

butions and my recommendations for practical usage. 

In the Attachments I placed useful charts, statistics and pictures. 

In the Annex I present my thoughts regarding the inspectors: I place them among 

those dealing with international relations, I identify requirements towards their selection and 

education. On the basis of my own experiences I propose a plan for the theoretical part of an 

arms control inspectors’ course, аСicС I’ve alreadв used in practice. 

6. Methodology of research 

I’ve been dealinР аitС arms control since 1991 includinР seven years at the Permanent 

Mission of Hungary to the OSCE in Vienna. On the basis of my practical work and experi-

ences I’ve created a meaninРful data base. I’ve studied tСe HunРarian and international tech-

nical literature in general, the English, German and Russian original sources in particular, and 

have used tСe benefits of tСe Internet. I’ve collected materials and Сave researcСed in archives 

of the OSCE, established direct contacts to the Delegations and Verification Centres of the 

OSCE participating States. 

Since 1995 I’ve been participatinР in tСe most appreciated international events rele-

vant to arms control. I’ve collected and analysed the received materials and have drawn my 

own conclusions from them. I’ve conducted consultations аitС HunРarian and international 
leadinР eбperts. I’ve attended Hungarian and international seminars, courses аСere I’ve pre-

sented mв opinion and Рot feedback from tСe participants tСat I’ve used for mв furtСer re-

search. I’ve Сad tСe possibilitв to test in practice my vision regarding training of arms control 

inspectors and I’ve achieved good results. The gained experiences I’ve incorporated in the 

next versions. 

The research for the thesis I concluded on 15 February 2012. 

7. Final conclusions 

a.) Arms control responses to the security dilemma as follows: 

 The states in the international system have their own spheres of interest and try to 

defend them e.g. by achieving military hegemony. Arms control offers an alterna-

tive way to defend the national interests: co-operation in the politico-military field 

and negotiations. The participants of the system will undertake legal or political 

commitments; with them and with the existing verification mechanisms arms con-

trol tries to eliminate military hegemony. 

 There is a lack of confidence among the states. Arms control offers bilateral, multi-

lateral, comprehensive or regional co-operation and creates and strengthens confi-

dence. 

 States have very limited information and even this is misinterpreted and misunder-

stood. They suspect automatically hostile intentions from the others. Arms control 

offers openness, transparency and predictability not only regarding the military ac-

tivities, but even in the field of military planning. 

 Because of the misinterpreted security interests the states start the arms race. Arms 

control stops arms race, creates balance, foresees mutual force levels, if needed 

obliges states to carry out reductions/disarmament and introduces robust verifica-

tion systems. 

 The tensions among the states are continuous, which can lead – because of any haz-

ardous or not planned event – at every moment to armed conflict or war. Arms con-
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trol first decreases, later eliminates the possibility of surprising attacks. Through 

notification of certain military activities and the limitation of their number arms 

controls decreases the role of unexpected hazards. Arms control builds up a system 

of international relations and runs mechanisms which aim at risk reduction. These 

measures can mitigate tensions, react to the doubts and contributes to military sta-

bility. 

 To sum up: arms control decreases, mitigates or eliminates reasons for security di-

lemma and whit that contributes sufficiently to strengthening security and stability. 

b.) Since 1986 (1975) arms control has been a part of our life sometimes a visible one, some 

times less visible. In the CSCE (OSCE) process one can follow very clearly the efforts 

regarding arms control; the best known and from the point of European security mostly 

appreciated achievements of the organisation are the building up and continuous running 

of arms control regimes, so the OSCE has reached its best results in the so called first di-

mension, which deals with the politico-military aspects of security. To preserve the lead-

ing role of the OSCE as negotiation forum for European states on the basis of equality is 

one of the security interests of Hungary. 

c.) Thanks to the robust arms control regime the European armed forces became transparent 

and predictable, several tens of thousands of heavy weapons were eliminated. As a result 

of those reductions the possibility of surprise attacks is practically zero. Using all possi-

bilities of on-site verification there has been tens of thousands of contacts between the 

military personnel of the participating states in particular between the former enemies. 

The transparency on the basis of arms control has an impact on the military and political 

decision makers of the states: the agreed measures contributed significantly to reduction 

of armed forces, to decrease of military expenditures. The free sources could be trans-

ferred to other areas of national economy. 

d.) The conventional arms control regimes became building bricks of the European security 

architecture. It means that problems in one of them can influence the others as well and as 

a final result the whole system can get under danger. As conclusion one has to take care 

of the modernisation of all elements and taking by hostage one by others should be ex-

cluded. It refers directly to the tendencies of linking the future of the Vienna Document 

with the stalemate of the CFE Treaty, which is not permissible. 

e.) The OSCE should be commended for its role as organiser and conductor of the negotia-

tions on politico-military aspects of the Dayton Agreement. It achieved tangible results in 

building up confidence and security, as well as in arms reductions on the Balkans. 

f.) The Vienna Document and the Open Skies Treaty as elements of the arms control regime 

have relatively stable implementation statistics. However because of the political, eco-

nomical changes and the technological developments in the last decades this stabile im-

plementation cannot be sustained for a long time unless modernising, adapting them to 

realities of the 21
st
 century. In spite of the loud applauds regarding the Vienna Document 

2011 one should state very clearly that this version of the Vienna Document is more or 

less only a “face liftinР” аitСout siРnificant cСanРes in comparison аitС tСe Vienna 
Document 1999. If we have a more focused look at the Vienna Document 1999 one can 

make anotСer step back in tСe Сistorв: tСe basics of our todaв’s activities are laid down in 

the Vienna Document 1994! There are two approaches regarding modernisation: vertical 

and horizontal which causes serious problems among participating States. The so called 
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frozen conflicts are hanging above us as sword of Damocles. These conflicts make us 

recoРnise tСat tСere is a “securitв difference” betаeen tСe reРions of Europe; tСe efforts 
to create an indivisible security area in Europe have failed. TСe countries аitС “Рreв 
гones” are disappointed and are eaРer to announce tСeir demand for “sometСinР neа”. In 

2008 tСere аas a аar betаeen OSCE participatinР States аСicС couldn’t be prevented 

neither indicated by the arms control regime. The unilateral recognition of Abkhazia and 

South-Ossetia by the Russian Federation has led to a complicated situation in the imple-

mentation of the Open Skies Treaty, as well as the Turkish-Greek-Cypriot dispute regard-

ing the accession of Cyprus to the OS Treaty. This latter does definitely not belong to the 

agenda of the Open Skies Consultative Commission, but tСe commission “acСieved” to 
waste time discussing it during the whole year of 2011 instead of dealing with real im-

plementation problems and the future of the Open Skies Treaty. To sum up 

 tСere is no alternative to modernisation of conventional arms control: tСat’s onlв a 
matter of time when it becomes obsolete; if there are no real steps there will be a real 

danРer of a so called “securitв vacuum” аСicС maв have unpredictable consequences 

for the European security, 

 the possibility of making use of tСe aРreements under „bad аeatСer conditions” sСould 
be enhanced, 

 one sСould avoid “over-politicizing” of the agreements, 

 considerations should be taken regarding new approaches to the conventional arms 

control. 

g.) European conventional arms control is at a crossroads: the three main pillars, the Vienna 

Document, the Treaty on Conventional Forces in Europe and the Open Skies Treaty are 

partly obsolete from the point of view of political and technological changes. Their mod-

ernisation has not been concluded, so their further viability is under question mark. One 

should observe the decrease of political will from the side of European states, as well as 

that of Canada and the United States of America. Without questioning the achievements 

of the arms control agreements it became for some states a “disturbinР element” from 
several aspects in conducting their national security interests. In some cases one can ob-

serve even counter-interest, like the Russian behaviour towards the CFE Treaty. To be 

objective the activities of the NATO has shown neither the willingness to save the CFE 

Treaty at all costs. The Alliance using the already existing levels of conventional arma-

ments can fulfil all of its tasks; inclusion of new elements like naval forces, rapid reaction 

forces or transit element may have an impact on the operation capabilities of the Alliance. 

h.) The CFE Treaty in its current form cannot be rescued, and without Russia has not too 

much meaning. The Russian moratorium, the stalemate in the negotiations and the deci-

sion of NATO not to provide data to Russia made it clear, that this is only a matter of 

time when the Treaty collapses. 

i.) The NATO countries are not ready to consider the proposal of the Russian President 

Medvedev on a “European Securitв Treatв”. In spite of that there is a possibility starting 

negotiations towards a new European conventional arms control system, even though not 

mentioning the Russian proposal. 

j.) In case of a new start of considerations on European conventional arms control the two 

directions of arms control – operational and structural – should be taken into considera-

tion equally, although its predictable that operational arms control will gain more atten-
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tion. One should think about the possibility of including some results of the export con-

trol regimes, like those of the Wassenaar Arrangements. 

k.) The system of arms limitations should be kept, but one has to modernise them. Any liber-

alisation sСouldn’t lead to uncontrolled spread of аeaponrв, in opposite tСe overall levels 
of armaments should be decreased in Europe, if possible. For that reason verification is 

needed furthermore. The categories of conventional weapons should be reviewed, the 

technological achievements should be taken into account and new quantitative parameters 

should be introduced. For that purpose the information exchange system of the Vienna 

Document can be used as a basis, but it could be further developed e.g. by putting data on 

small arms and light weapons, in particular on MANPADs. 

l.) The most appropriate forum for the negotiations on the future conventional arms control 

regime is the OSCE. This organisation has a lot of experience at his disposal and its 

membership is very broad. 

m.) One can calculate on long negotiations: during those one should ensure that there is no 

security vacuum, which means that the already existing regime must be implemented 

without discrepancies. It can be achieved by either renewed commitments by the partici-

pating States to fulfil the obligations, or by transitional commitments which will achieve 

the most important goal: to eliminate the possibility and capabilities for arms build-up, to 

preserve the needed transparency. 

n.) The system of information exchange should be prevented, but its scope and content 

should be modernised, updated. In accordance with the most recent principles of warfare 

the thresholds for notification should be decreased. By keeping the relevance of static in-

formation exchange the dynamic data exchange should be enhanced. The OSCE informa-

tion network should be reassessed with an aim to create a good functioning and fulfilling 

all expectations system. 

o.) There are no alternatives to on-site inspections. One can negotiate, dispute on costs, on 

the length of inspections, on the quotas, on the number of inspectors in the teams etc., but 

one cannot doubt the importance and irreplaceable character of inspections regarding mil-

to-mil contacts and information gathered during the on-site activity. The multilateral 

character of verification activities should be enhanced. 

p.) The new conventional arms control regime must be open for membership to all Euro-

pean states as well as to Canada and the United States of America. It would be desirable 

if countries would use this possibility. Hungary is very much interested in getting on 

board our neighbours from the Balkans. The new arms control system should be free of 

actual political issues which would be one of the guaranties of stable and smooth func-

tioning. On the basis of positive experience there is a possibility of regional approach to 

arms control, but it should be seen very clearly: the new arms control regime cannot 

solve the political disputes between the participating States, neither to eliminate the 

“Рreв гones” in tСe securitв of Europe. 

q.) In the National Security Strategy of Hungary conventional arms control is considered to 

be an important tool of strengthening security through co-operation. 
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r.) Conventional arms control has been contributing significantly to the mitigation of conse-

quences of the security dilemma in Europe in general, and in case of Hungary and her 

neighbours in particular. While implementing the obligations stemming from the agree-

ments Hungary established a new type of mil-to-mil contacts with all European countries, 

of course including all neighbouring states and the other states from our region. We ex-

changed information on the armed forces, plans of development, budgets and using the 

verification rights we confirmed the received information by e.g. conducting observation 

flights over the territories of our partners. The information gathered during the on-site in-

spection is irreplaceable. The bilateral confidence- and security-building agreements with 

Ukraine and Serbia, as well as the bilateral co-operation in the field of arms control with 

Montenegro and Cyprus should be maintained. One should seek for new possibilities for 

co-operation with other states, too. 

s.) The experience gained during making use of all rights and fulfilling all obligations stem-

minР from tСe conventional arms control aРreements contributed to HunРarв’s accession 
to NATO. Hungary has been appreciated as a partner who fulfils all obligations promptly, 

consistently, without compromises and has been acknowledged – not only by Allies – as 

“great power” in arms control. The Hungarian arms control became a donor: by organis-

ing international courses, providing guest inspectors we could multiple our capabilities. 

This status and capability is nowadays practically eliminated. 

t.) In the absolute majority of the OSCE participating States verification activities are car-

ried out by military organisations. In spite of economical restraints the states try to main-

tain and if possible develop their capabilities in the field of verification. For the organisa-

tions that implement the rights and obligations on behalf their respective countries the 

appropriate placing of these organisations within the internal hierarchy is essential; they 

should have appropriate authorisation for their work domestically and in the international 

arena. 

u.)  The new Strategic Concept of the Alliance speaks about three essential core tasks in or-

der to assure security: collective defence, crisis management and co-operative security. 

Arms control, non-proliferation and disarmament are considered to be the tools for 

achieving co-operative security. The Alliance remains committed to the active role in 

these fields. The NATO „…seeks its security at the lowest possible level of forces. Arms 

control, disarmament and non-proliferation contribute to peace, security and stability, 

and should ensure undiminished security for all Alliance members. We will continue to 

play our part in reinforcing arms control and in promoting disarmament of both conven-

tional weapons and weapons of mass destruction, as well as non-proliferation efforts…”. 

Taking active part in the efforts of the Alliance in the field of conventional arms control 

demands relatively shy financial contributions but gives very considerable and serious re-

sults, tСe “HunРarian flaР can be visible”. If аe reallв аant to take siРnificant part in tСe 
named above efforts of the Alliance the verification capabilities sСouldn’t be decreased 
even referring to financial restraints. Eliminating verification capabilities would mean 

closing down a very special area of expertise which cannot be restored easily. The Hun-

garian Verification organisation should be appropriately placed within the mili-

tary/governmental hierarchy and the requirements for smooth functioning should be en-

sured. The inspectors’ corps should be maintained, and the number of trained inspectors 

should be increased, if possible. 
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7. New academic contributions 

1. I have proved that arms control in its comprehensive and broad interpretation is in-

deed a response to the security dilemma. Conventional arms control is one of the biggest suc-

cesses of the OSCE, so the OSCE itself offers a solution to the security dilemma. 

2. I have worked out my own definition of arms control by putting in a comprehensive 

system the elements of arms control and separating the conventional arms control. 

3. I have proved that the resources of conventional arms control are running out, its 

modernisation (adaptation) is unavoidable. If it would fail, there would be a danger of security 

vacuum in Europe. 

4. First in the Hungarian technical literature on the basis of the Hungarian-Ukrainian 

and Hungarian-Serbian bilateral agreements on confidence- and security-building measures I 

have proved the exceptional importance of such agreements for the security of Hungary. 

5. I have summarised, complemented and brought into comprehensive system the his-

tory of Hungarian Arms Control using the sources existing in the Hungarian technical litera-

ture. I have underlined the importance of maintaining the existing capabilities from the point 

of view of the future of Hungarian arms control. 

8. Recommendations for practical usage 

I recommend my thesis to experts with an interest in foreign/security/defence policy, 

as well as dealing with international relations. The thesis thanks to its comprehensive charac-

ter can be useful in the education of experts and policy makers in the field of security and 

defence policy. In case of acceptance of the thesis my recommendations might be taken into 

consideration by taking decisions regarding Hungarian Arms Control policy, as well as by 

identifying the national position on the negotiations. 

Further I propose using my thesis for the education in relevant academic subjects, in 

particular for the training of arms control inspectors (verificators). 

Conventional arms control regimes as a part of international security regimes and in-

ternational regimes are on the table of scientific researches. The evolution of arms control is a 

challenging process the success or failure of which will have a broad impact on our daily life. 

TСat’s аСв I propose to keep tСe issue on tСe aРenda and continue researching. 

The functioning of international arms control regimes, in particular the achievements 

and problems of conventional arms control regimes are current issues which can be interesting 

even for the readers in general. 
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tional Arms Control Implementation Seminar, 04-05 October 2007, Brussels – CD 

published: January, 2008 

4. „CBRN Defence Concepts and Capabilities of tСe HunРarian Defence Forces” –
NATO DGP-Ukraine Workshop on CBRN Defence Policy. CD published: April, 2008 

5. “CBRN TraininР Eбperiences of Allies аСo Сave contributed to tСe CBRN Task 
Force” – NATO DGP-Ukraine АorksСop on CBRN Defence Policв. 2009. februпr 11. 

6. ”АitСdraаal of Militarв Propertв from Moldova” – Rome, Arms Control Course, 18 

March 2005 

7. „Inspection of Reduction”– Rome, Arms Control Course, 18 March 2005 

http://mhtt.eu/hadtudomany/2008/2008_elektronikus/index.html
http://mhtt.eu/hadtudomany/2008/2008_elektronikus/2008_e_11.pdf
http://www.nio.mil.gov.ua/pdf/2009-2.pdf
http://www.honvedelem.hu/cikk/23676/ebesz-csucs-%C3%A2%20%20-csucson-az-ebesz
http://www.honvedelem.hu/cikk/23676/ebesz-csucs-%C3%A2%20%20-csucson-az-ebesz
https://delweb.osce.org/docin/llisapi.dll/fetch/2000/107257/177303/1186195/1202409/5105546/JCG.DEL_0042_07_-_Presentation_by_the_Delegation_of_Hungary.pdf?nodeid=5216497&vernum=1
https://delweb.osce.org/docin/llisapi.dll/fetch/2000/107257/177303/1186195/1202409/5105546/JCG.DEL_0042_07_-_Presentation_by_the_Delegation_of_Hungary.pdf?nodeid=5216497&vernum=1
https://delweb.osce.org/docin/llisapi.dll/fetch/2000/107257/177303/1186195/1202409/5105546/JCG.DEL_0042_07_-_Presentation_by_the_Delegation_of_Hungary.pdf?nodeid=5216497&vernum=1
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8. „TСe Аassenaar ArranРements Lists” – Vienna, Meeting between Wassenaar Ar-

rangements and China. 29-30 April 2004 

9. „Introduction to tСe АA control lists” – Vienna, Meeting between Wassenaar Ar-

rangements and Israel. 15 September 2006 

10. “АСat tСe Eбperts Group Сas acСieved so far” – Vienna, Meeting between Wassenaar 

Arrangements and Israel. 15 September 2006 

11. „OSCE Best Practices on Control of SALА Eбports - Combating Illicit Trafficking Of 

Small Arms And LiРСt Аeapons In Central Asia” – Regional Follow-Up Conference 

Almaty, 16 September 2010 

12. „Lessons learnt from OSCE assistance projects on SALА and conventional ammuni-

tion” – Regional Follow-Up Conference Almaty, 17 September 2010 

13. „О      х   х   
” –  , , 22-23  2011 . 

14. „     1999       
   ” – , 27  2008 . 

15. „Aг EBESZ katonai-politikai dimenгiяja Korfu és AtСén utпn” – Budapest, MHTT 

BiгtonsпРpolitikai Sгakosгtпlв, BiгtonsпРpolitikai SгakkolléРium és Nemгetbiгton-

sпРi Sгakosгtпlв. 2010. mпrcius 25. 
16. „TСe Permanent Mission of tСe Republic of HunРarв to tСe OSCE” – Budapest, 4 

April 2011. RACVIAC Vienna Document 1999 Course 

17. „CСallenРes of VD ‘99 & VD PLUS (HunРarian approacС)” – Budapest, 4 April 2011. 

RACVIAC Vienna Document 1999 Course 

18. „BackРround of CSBMs in Europe and tСeir contribution to tСe international Stability 

and Peace” – Budapest, 4 April 2011 RACVIAC Vienna Document 1999 Course 

19. „A Bécsi Dokumentum létrejötte, Спttere, пltalпnos felépítése” – Budapest, 2011. 

januпr 31. HM NEFEH 

20. „A CFE Sгerгődés létrejötte, Спttere, пltalпnos felépítése, a sгпrnвгяnпk kérdése” –
Budapest, 2011. januпr 31. HM NEFEH 

21. „A Bécsi Dokumentum és a CFE Sгerгődés” – Budapest, 2012. februпr 6. MH VDK 
FEO 

10. Curriculum Vitae 

First name: Lпsгlя 

Name: Sгatmпri 
Rank: Lieutenant Colonel 

Born: Kecskemét (HU), MarcС 2nd
, 1965 

Family status: married – wife, Nathalie 

son, Richard (1991) 

Basic education: 

1983-1988 Military University degree in chemistry, chemical engineer, NBC defence offi-

cer (Soviet Union) 

Advanced: 

1988-1989 Universitв of Sciences “KossutС”, Facultв of German LanРuaРe, Debrecen 
(HU) 

1990  Universitв of Sciences “Eötvös”, Translator/interpreter courses, Budapest (HU) 
1991  Inspectors’ Course, Arms Control AРencв, Budapest (HU) 
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1993 Canadian Forces Academy of Leadership and Languages, CFALL, Base Bor-

den (CA) 

1994 Peacekeeping Course, General Staff, Budapest (HU) 

1996 CFE Arms Control Verification/ Inspector-escort Course, NATO School, 

Oberammergau (DE) 

1996-1997 “Manfred Аörner” Foundation, Security Policy Studies, Budapest (HU) 

2006- PСD studies (securitв policв), Doctoral ScСool of Militarв Sciences, “Zrínвi 
Miklяs” National Defence Universitв 

2007 Non-proliferation Course, NATO School, Oberammergau (DE) 

2008 NATO Nuclear Policy and Risks of Proliferation Course, NATO School, 

Oberammergau (DE) 

Languages: English – advanced (+ NATO STANAG 3.3.3.3) 

German – advanced 

Russian – translator and interpreter 

French – basic (in process) 

Positions: 

1988-1991 NBC platoon CO; company CO, battalion DCO, chief NBC - mech. inf. bri-

gade 

1991-1995 interpreter, inspector, operational officer - MoD, Arms Control Centre, Buda-

pest (HU) 

1995-1997 desk officer, senior desk officer – MoD, NATO and Multilateral Co-operation 

Department, Budapest (HU) 

1997-1998 deputy head of Defence Policy Division – MoD, Defence Policy Department, 

Budapest (HU) 

1998-2002 deputy head of Military Advisory Group, Hungarian OSCE Mission to the 

OSCE, Vienna (AT) 

2002-2005 deputy head of Inspection Division, MoD, Arms Control Agency, Budapest 

(HU) 

2005-2006 senior desk officer (arms control, non-proliferation, disarmament), Arms Con-

trol Centre MoD GS General Directorate Operations 

2006-2009 senior desk officer (arms control, non-proliferation, disarmament, CBRN, UN, 

NATO, OSCE), Defence Policy Department, MoD 

2009- deputy head of Military Advisory Group, Hungarian OSCE Mission to the 

OSCE, Vienna (AT) 

Other: 

1986-1987 People’s Republic’s scСolar 
1989-1991 German language teacher in primary school (Kalocsa), German language in-

structor on military courses (Kalocsa) 

1991-2009 appr. 200 active/passive missions (CFE Treaty, Vienna Document, Open Skies 

Treaty), partly as Chief Inspector/Escort 

1996-1997 Oslo Diplomatic Conference on Anti-personnel Land Mines 

2005-2006 Chairman, Experts Group, Wassenaar Arrangement (Vienna, AT) 

2006-2009 Representative in NATO HLTF, NATO DGP SC, RACVIAC MAG 

2007-2008 Member of UN Panel of Governmental Experts on the Issue of Missiles in all 

its Aspects (New York, USA) 

2008 Dublin Diplomatic Conference on Cluster Munitions 

2009- Member of the Hungarian Association of Military Science 
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2009-   Member of tСe HunРarian Peacekeepers’ Association 

2010  Chef de file of the Forum for Security Co-operation (OSCE) on the 2010 An-

nual Security Review Conference 

2010-   FSC Project Co-ordinator on Stockpiles of Conventional Ammunition 

2011 FSC Project Co-ordinator on Small Arms and Light Weapons and Stockpiles of 

Conventional Ammunition 


